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Monthly Meetings
Our President says...
Our meetings are normally held on the 3rd Thursday of
each month at 7 PM, at the Balboa Park Sports Complex,
Gym Building, at 17015 Burbank Blvd, Encino.

Meeting Minutes

by Ginger Gibson
At 7:06 p.m. the meeting was called to order.
Announcements and Committee Reports
As we had no visitors to the meeting, we began with the
finance report. Our previous ending balance was down a
bit as it usually is this time of year but dues of $35.00 are
now due if you haven’t already paid them, and Jeff ’s address
and Venmo account is in the newsletter.
The toy committed had nothing new to report. When including they 250 whiteboards we made for remote learning, our grand total of toys last year was over 1900. Jim said
he was resawing parts for treasure boxes, but has been having trouble with his bandsaw blade, and Gary offered the
use of his shop if necessary. Jim was (virtually) presented
with a $20.00 Rockler gift card in honor of all he does for
the club.
We briefly discussed
having Jim ask Swaner
how they would feel if
some of the wood they
donated was used for
things we’re selling in the
Etsy shop.
For upcoming speakers,
we’re running low. We
need to start canvassing
and see if we can come
up with people for future
meetings. Gregg said that
Dave Tilson, the Rockler
manager (who has left
See “Minutes” on page 2

by Chuck Nickerson
Most of us have a deep-seated desire to improve. As a
hobby woodworking offers several ways to do this. On
technique we can improve our execution of the techniques
we already know.
“Amateurs do something until they get it right; professionals’
practice until they can’t get it wrong.”
You can also learn new techniques in your existing design
vocabulary. If you’re comfortable with the mortise and tenon joint, you could work on the housed mortise and tenon
joint. You can also be more engaged in designing your pieces. Lastly you can tackle something in a completely different style. No matter how tight you keep your design range
there are plenty of ways to grow in any hobby. And I didn’t
even mention buying more tools..

January Presentation: Eitan & Gary
Some time back Eitan made his work bench. Back in the
days when we were meeting person-to-person we implored
him to bring it in to show us but he declined. But with
the advantage of on-line meetings, he will show us how it
was made, what it can do,
and why it’s a very special
bench.
In addition, recently Gary
made a Tote for his inoffice cart (see photos on
Page 3. To make the finger joints, he used his Box
(Finger) Joint Template
on his Leigh R4 Dovetail Jig Gary will show it’s
strengths and weaknesses
including confusing instructions in the manual.
A fun and informative
meeting for all.

Who We Are

The club was formed in 1988 for the purpose of enhancing skills, providing information and sharing the
joys of working with wood. The membership reflects
a cross section of woodworking interests and skill levels - both hobbyist and professionals. Annual dues are
$35. Full-time student dues are $15.
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the Pasadena store and works in a different store now),
would be interest in doing a hand tool demonstration.
Chuck said he also needs to contact the Micro Fence guy.
It was announced for anyone making items for the Etsy
store: The next big upcoming sales opportunity is Mother’s
Day, so it would be good to have those items in by early
April.
Questions, Tips, and Tricks
There was a discussion on Jim’s bandsaw, it was stopping
during a cut. [Ed. note, I figured an update would be good
here so I contacted the source and asked him what worked.
Here’s his answer]: The problem I was having was that the
blade on my bandsaw was stopping as I was resawing red
oak for the treasure chests we build. I had gone through
the process specified in the owner’s manual for setting up
the saw, and it didn’t do the job. The final solution, which
I learned about after our meeting, was to follow the procedures in https://tinyurl.com/1w4mw2k5. I got the link
from tech support at Highland Woodworking, where I
purchased my Rikon bandsaw and the blades I use on it.
Following the videos procedures solved my problem.
Calvin offered a tip. In the same way that people use silicone cups for glue (for ease of cleanup) Calvin used silicone
makeup brushes for a glue-up. You can just peel the glue off
later. It was noted that Rockler sells a silicone glue set with
a comb and a brush. Gary mentioned that old credit cards
are also great for spreading glue.
Cliff had a planer issue/question. He was planning a piece
of wood when his plane just shut itself off, out of nowhere.
It didn’t trip the circuit breaker. Someone suggested that
there’s a fuse n the bottom of the planer, and maybe it
tripped. It was mentioned that Gary and Cliff both just put
helical head blades on their planers, and then Jim Baldridge
asked if it is worth changing his old ’88 planer out to a helical head. The answer was that in general the helical head is
better but for Jim’s particular situation, it might be better
to just buy a new machine that comes with the helical head
blades. But to make sure he gets one that uses tungstencarbide blades. It was also noted that on both Gary and
Cliff ’s planers, they draw a more power with the helix head
blades on. Meanwhile Gary has had no issues with stoppage on his machine. [Both Gary and Cliff have Dewalt
735 planers.]
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Gary had a bottle of AC glue that he had for a long time,
and when he went to use it, it was thicker than he remembered. He discovered that means it’s too old, and you don’t
want to use it.
Jim Cabernoch offered the following tip- Don’t run your
fingers through a jointer!
Someone brought up the question of what would be a
good finish for a Charcuterie board? Consensus was about
4 coats of Maloof finish by Rockler, which is a wipe on/
wipe off finish.
Show and tell
Eitan showed us the hourglass he’s currently working on.
Gary Hirsch mentioned that he just started a new guitar
top and was struck by the weights as he worked it. The
wood started off at 3 pounds and 5 ounces before carving,
but after carving the top it was down to 1 pound, 15 ounces. And after carving the inside, it weighs only 15 ounces.
He’s carving it by hand with little hand planes.
Presentations
Jeff had previously showed us the folding door cabinet
that he had made with black limba, which is a very forgiving wood, but now he has started making one from paSee “Minutes” on page 4

Upcoming Wood-related Events& Important News
from Jim Kelly
The following events and announcements were found
in the September – October 2020 issue of Woodworker
West and may be of interest:
Woodworker West is a great source of events, sources, and
items of interest for woodworkers of all types and abilities focusing on places in the Western US. For more information go
to http://www.woodwest.com.
Ongoing: Recently published is the first detailed biography of James Krenov, the founder of the College of the
Redwoods Fine Woodworking Program. More information at: www.lostartpress.com/.
January –February: The Escondido Arts Partnership
has canceled the 2021 Wood: A Furniture Show due to
COVID-19. They will be offering a series of videos of
Southern California craftsmen on their website: www.escondidoarts.org.
January 9 & February 13: Bay Area Woodturners will
have virtual demonstrations on Spalting by Dr. Seri Robinson January 9 and Wheel of Delicacy by Michael Alguire
on. More information at: www.bayareawoodturners.org/.
January 16 & February 20: San Diego Woodturners
will have virtual demonstrations by Eric Lofstrom January
16 and Jeff Hornung February 20. More information at:
www.sdwt.org/.
Through the end of March: Sonoma County Woodworkers are doing their annual Artistry in Wood exhibit
online this year. The work may be seen through the end of
March at: www.museumsc.org/2020-artistry-in-wood/.

February 1–28: Due to the COVID 19 pandemic, the
34th Annual Arts and Crafts Conference in Asheville, NC
will be virtual this year. More information at: www.artscraftsconference.com
Ongoing: The online gallery, Wood Symphony, will host
several juried exhibitions, including March 1–31, Turned
and Sculptured Wood, June 1-30 Inside the Box, September 1–30 Small Treasures and December 1–31 The Art
of Giving, More information at: www.woodsymphony.com
March 6–7: Virtual Canadian Woodworking Show will
feature seminars and vendor presentations. More information and schedule at: www.woodshows.com/.
Mid-March The annual World Wood Day, which was
commemorated in Long Beach a few years back, this
year will be virtual with presentations, discussions,
workshops, etc. More information will be available at:
www.worldwoodday.org/2021/.
April 24 –June 18: The Brea Art Gallery will present
Made in California, a juried show in various media with
cash prizes. More information at: www.breaartgallery.com
July 15 –18: The American Association of Woodturners
(AAW) 2021 exhibition in Omaha will have the theme
Finding the Center. This can be taken literally, figuratively,
or emotionally. Entry deadline is March 15. More information at: www.woodturner.org
July 20–23: The biennial Association of Woodworking & Furnishings Suppliers (AWFS) Fair will be at the
Las Vegas Convention Center. More information at: www.
awfsfair.org/.

Tote for Ikea Cart
by Gary Coyne
A couple of snapshots of Ikea Tote to both reduce clutter
of top shelf and to carry tools around the house. The construction of this will be part of February’s online meeting.
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douk, which is NOT forgiving. When he drilled the holes
for the connectors for the door parts, it was a disaster. He
plugged the holes, and then found a way to make a precise
drill bushing with a 14mm hole. He went to a local machine shop, providing them with plans he’d made in sketchup, and had them make him 14 mm doweling jigs. He was
using Rockler store brand barrel hinges. The machine shop
went over his sketch up with him, made sure they knew
what he wanted, and charged him $120.00 to make the
jigs, which worked out perfectly.
Marc showed us a carpenter’s tool called a CAMO, which
is part of a system to affix deck planks to deck frames and
makes it so you don’t have to screw into the face of the deck
boards. It comes set up for 6” wide planks. Wedges in the
back sets up the spacing for the planks. You just lock it onto
the face of a plank, and then you use a specialty bit and
screws that come with it. The screws are T25 star heads
with a small head, and the bit automatically disengages
when the screw is at the right depth, so you don’t overdrive
the screw. The way it avoids screwing into the face is it has
angled slots for the driver/screw at the front and back of
the jig. It is highly recommended if you’re building a deck.
Gary showed us the way he outfitted his mortiser when
he was working on his kitchen island, which has through
mortises at different locations along each leg. Getting the
island’s legs to balance on the mortiser table was a challenge, so he used oak to build longer supports (like wings)
onto each side of the mortiser. This allowed him to add
stops by screwing a 2nd piece of wood into the “wings”
on each side. This was fine for this job but this approach
(screwing the stops into the wings each time) was not efficient and required a different approach.
See “Minutes” on page 6

From Dave McClave
Some friends advised me
to carve Charcuterie boards
that wineries might be interested in using for their
Tasting & Snack offerings.
The top is in the shape of
Half Dome, and the bottom
shows our Golden State.
Again, it’s Aromatic Eastern
Red Cedar with a 3/4” oak
back. I’ve got a Golden Gate
Bridge in the works.
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From the web
ɵ Great info on CA glue
https://tinyurl.com/nylnf3f6f
ɵ The reason why your neighbor doesn’t understand
why you can’t make them an entertainment center for a
couple of hundred dollars.
https://tinyurl.com/2ldy5wxw
ɵ and
https://tinyurl.com/jrlz2aos
ɵ Coping with wood movement
https://tinyurl.com/id7cr6z3
ɵ Paul Sellers Selected top 10 tips from his Instagram
account on YouTube.
https://tinyurl.com/3923yach
ɵ Simple wood corner joints / Woodworking joints
https://tinyurl.com/1nvfbyg9
ɵ For Valentine’s day
https://tinyurl.com/t7kxmet3
ɵ If you want to expand your range, here’s how to make
a leather pouch
https://tinyurl.com/4ajmgkhh
ɵ Workshop Tricks You Need to Know! From WoodWorksWeb
https://tinyurl.com/1arusbcy
ɵ and one more “just because.”
https://tinyurl.com/5ia06bvk
ɵ The Bosch Axial-guide chop saw is recognized as
a great chop saw but not very good dust collection. This
video shows how one guy took a full analysis of the problem, tried various approaches to improve the situation, and
came up with a great solution.
https://tinyurl.com/tv760chh
ɵ No More Harbor Freight Coupons? (NOT CLICKBAIT)
https://tinyurl.com/ardiz8ol

Upside-Down Glue Holder
By Tom Ferkel
This may be the dumbest thing I’ve ever spent my time making. However, I know that in
the long run, its use will save me time, money (just a bit, but still…) and my patience will
not be challenged every time I approach the end of a bottle of glue.
I like getting the last bit of toothpaste out of the tube, the last bit of dressing out of the
bottle and so forth. The last bit of glue is on that list as well, and seeing that glue has a shelf
life, I’ve started buying the smaller size bottle and
consequently face the “last drop” challenge more
frequently than in the past.
This is a simple little thing. The one I made (from
scrap) consists of two ¾ inch plywood pieces that
each measure 2 ½ by 3 inches, and four pieces of
dowel that are cut to the proper length in order
to support and position the top plywood block. A
hole in drilled partway into the bottom block to
support the tip of the glue bottle and another hole
is bored (a Forstner bit works well here) through
the top block that will receive the screw collar of
the cap. The dowels rest in holes of the appropriate size to receive them, yet still tight enough to
make them stable so as to hold the top block at the correct distance from the bottom block in order that the glue bottle
can rest upside-down. (Note that blocks or whatever else you wish to use as a stanchion can work just as well as dowels).
The distance between the two blocks is dependent on the size of the glue bottle that will be used. As long as the glue
bottle is supported, the size of the plywood blocks can (within reason) be any size you wish. Of course, all of this can be
adjusted for various sizes of glue bottles.
Now when I go for my last few inches of glue, I won’t need to hold the bottle (and shake it-which I know doesn’t help,
but I do it anyway) and the glue will be waiting for me. I just need to be careful not to let it come out too quickly. How
refreshing! I only wish it worked as well for toothpaste.

Tool Collections
by Chuck Nickerson
If one likes having an obsessively complete set of hand
tools, eggbeater drills are an interesting category. As pictured below there are two-speed breast drills (GoodellPratt), large two-speed hand drills (Miller Falls 5B), medium hand drills (Miller Falls 2A), and small hand drills
(Lee Valley).
Nice vintage specimens are available for all but the smallest size. Lee Valley has stepped into this gap with a very
nice offering. The price point ($76) is not trivial, and the
drill is not necessary. However, when drilling small holes
(e.g., #60 – #80) the delicacy of this drill helps you void
snapping the drill bit.
Now if I just knew someone who could jazz it up with
some pin striping.
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So, he then installed a base on each side of his mortiser
that
was half the height of the mortiser’s base. A T-track
by Ed Sheanin was added
to this base. Then he added “wings” which proj22” X 43” granite desk top. Ogee edge on three of sides. ect out perpendicular to the mortiser that were also half
Just needs a desk [or ?] to be built under it. Contact me if the height of the mortiser’s base providing a long flat suryou want it (ed@sheanin.com).
face on either side of the mortiser. There was a T-track
added to this which allowed him to place a 3rd board that
was using the T-track in the wing to add a stop that could
be moved side-to-side. This allows complete forward and
back, side-to-side easy setup for adding stops to a mortiser
and works perfectly.

Tip for sanding tight curves.
by Chuck Nickerson
Sanding tight curves, like on the pictured plane handle,
are an interesting challenge. Sanding mops don’t quit reach
the inner curves and the paper backing on sandpaper sheets
are either too flimsy to last or too stiff to conform. It’s no
surprise that duct tape can come to the rescue.
Start with a sandpaper with a light paper backing. The
Ace Hardware house brand claims to be heavy duty but is
actually quite light and well suited for this trick. Next lay
strips of a high-quality duct tape (Lee Valley to the rescue)
on the back of the sandpaper. The last step is to trim strips
By Chuck Nickerson
of various widths. To sand the pictured handle, I used
widths from 1/8” to 2”.
Final piece of advice: do not ruin your shop scissors to An ebay special at $20 (including delivery) there is no
trim these strips. Use a straight edge and one of the many brand name on the box, just the title in red letters. Scales
forms of razor blade knives. These blades are much cheaper can be very useful in the shop, especially when mixing finishes like shellac.
to replace.
Running on 2 AAA batteries, this scale will weight up to
3000 grams (approximately 6-1/2 pounds). For my finish
mixing I’m typically working in the 1 – 4 ounce range and
it tests well against calibration weights in this range. The
platform 4” x 4” which is fine in the lower weight range.
Putting six pounds of something on top I’ll leave to someone else.
At $20 dollars this is a great starting point; a more expensive scale could follow if you need one.
[Editor’s note: For those who bake, you know that flour
is not measured in cups but rather in grams. So 1 cup of
white all purpose flour should weigh 120 grams. This is important because it’s possible to pack flour in a cup, you can’t
pack more than 120 grams into 120 grams.]

Superior Mini Digital Platform scale.
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